
A service involves cleaning the indoor head unit of the air
conditioner as well as the condenser unit located outside.
Once this part of the service is complete the system can

be checked to see if the pressures are correct and the
refrigerant level is sufficient . 
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At Chilly Dog we invite you to consider  
our complete service regime:
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Chillydog uses a hydro pressure clean system to service
split systems and casse�e style air conditioners, this
allows the whole indoor head unit , to be washed out ,

sanitized and disinfected. Our qualified technicians firstly
remove the indoor units outer cover and then take

photos of the current condition of each indoor unit ,
then when the service is complete take further photo's,
so that even if the client is not on site at the time they

can see the amazing difference that our service has
made. Which also provides proof of our work

commitment of being transparent and providing a
professional result .
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The drain of the system is also blown clean using high
pressure nitrogen that dislodges and removes sludge and
build up, prior to slow release drain tablets being applied
to the drain pan to help minimise the regrowth of sludge
which can cause blocked drains in between services. The
indoor unit service completely cleans the barrel fan or
scroll, the evaporator coil, filters and all other internal

components of the indoor head unit also.
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Once complete the technician then cleans the external
fascia's of the indoor unit before it is replaced and wiped

down with spray and wipe. The outdoor unit or
"condenser" is then washed out and refrigerant levels

checked, prior to photos being taken of the condition of
the system for the clients future reference. 
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